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Public Redaction Order
The Prosecutor
v.
Vojislav Seselj

Order to redact the public transcript
and the public broadcast of a hearing
The Trial Chamber

ORDERS that the following blacked out text be omitted from the public transcript of the
hearing dated, 23 August 2011 .
and be edited from the public broadcast of this hearing.
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11 :53:39 So, Mr. Seselj, we're going to meet, unless something unexpected
11 :53:43 happenings. We should meet again in October.
11 :53:50
Yes, Mr. Marcussen.
11 :53 :51
MR. MARCUSSEN: Is the Chamber, in light of what was just said
11 :53:55 about this this part of the proceedings, will the amicus report be
11 :54:01 disclosed to the party before that hearing?
11 :54:07 JUDGE ANTONETTI: [Interpretation] Of course,.Because the amicus
11:54:22 curiae's report will have to be translated because the amicus curiae is
11 :54:29 _ . It has to be translated. Of course, you will get it.
11 :54:33
You're reassured.
11 :54:35

The blacked out text, as identified by the passages prior and subsequent thereto and by the time references, is
confidential.
Any person or organization, including media organizations, which has possession of the public recording of all or
the relevant portion of the proceeding containing the confidential information is hereby enjoined from disclosing it
to any other person(s) or organization(s) as of the date and time this order is received. The failure to conform may
result in contempt charges being issued by the Tribunal against the disclosing person or organization.
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